
Revels Blocking Narrative A1: 

Preset on the stage. A few minutes before curtain the bands enter and go to their 
bandstands – including Joel. When we’re ready, house goes to ½ and Robert enters and 
teaches DSC. When the teaching is finished, the lights go out and we have: 

1. BRASS PRELUDE 

As the applause fades, the Fox enters USL and crosses DSR. As he reaches DSL, from 
the balcony and the stage come: 

2. KULNING / HERDING CALLS 

The Fox hears the calls, listens, and then eventually exits DSR. As the calls finish, the 
Storyteller enters DSL. As he crosses DSC, Joel moves from his bandstand and also 
crosses DSC. Text. Eventually Joel begins: 

3. BRUREMARSJ FRA GUD… 

As Joel begins, the chorus, children, and Sanna enter: Vinter, Olsen, and Eklund enter 
from USL, Sanna, Holgersen and Angersson enter in HR aisle, Ingolfsson, Dalgaard, and 
Blomgren enter in HL aisle. Some are carrying bowls of porridge; some set up a simple 
trestle table and place their bowls there. Handbell players are carrying their bell(s). There 
is much greeting, talking to children, other misc business, ending in GP1. The Storyteller is 
a part of the chaos onstage. Eventually, as the applause ends, the Storyteller steps 
forward for text. The chorus begins: 

4. VELCOMMEN IGEN 

Robert steps DSC midway through the piece and the house lights come up to bring in the 
audience. Handbells join as well. In applause Storyteller moves DSL to start text and 
chorus pulls back to GP1 (and further US). Children move DSC as needed. Eventually 
Sanna moves DSR to participate. When the Storyteller does his Gryla impersonation, 
Sanna moves DSL. The children begin: 

5.  
a. TOMTARNAS JULNATT 

During the song, the children (assisted by the chorus) place the bowls of porridge around 
the perimeter of the stage. Perhaps they go around a second time putting butter in the 
bowls? The Storyteller and Sanna are both involved. There is possibly some comedy as 
the Storyteller “helps”. Eventually the bowls are set, the table has been struck, the chorus 
is in GP2, and the children are again DSC for: 

b. WINTER’S DARKNESS 

The children will dance with 5b on “verse 2”, and the treble chorus will move DS and join 
on “verse 3”. As the applause fades, the children rejoin their families, and the band moves 
DSC for: 



6. BAND SET 

There is hopefully some spontaneous dancing during the second piece. As the band 
finishes, the two Dancers enter USL and move through the chorus. They are magical and 
the chorus pulls back and away to give them room. One of the children moves out to touch 
the skirt of one of the Dancers? The band pulls back to the bandstand (Peter swaps fiddles 
and move DSL) and the chorus sit/stand as the Dancers begin: 

7. TELESPRINGAR - DANCE 

As the dancers finish, they disappear USL in applause. Peter rejoins the bandstand. The 
chorus moves together and DS for: 

8. EG VEIT I HIMMERIK EI BORG 

Women sing the first verse, men the second, and third SATB. In applause, the chorus 
moves to GP2 (further US?) and the children move DSR to Sanna. The Storyteller moves 
DSL when necessary. We begin: 

9. THE FIREFOX STORY 

As the story begins, the children move to the edges of the chorus and sit down to listen. A 
chorus member and two boys step out into the story. The Fox enters USL. The teens help 
as needed. The Fox flicks his tail and we hear the sound of magic (Betsy/Joel). In the 
second darkness we hear the magic sound again, and the chorus women begin: 

10. KOM LILLA FLICKA 

The chorus pulls back and the small ensemble moves center as the song progresses, to 
end at GP3. In that configuration the northern lights build on the cyc behind the chorus. 
The Storyteller and actors finish the story and with Sanna’s text Robert/Betsy and the 
chorus move DS to teach and assist with: 

11. GOD AFTON OM NI HEMMA AR 

In applause the adults move US talking to each other, and Sanna has text with the children 
DSR. Eventually she, the children, and the Storyteller exit DSR. As the children leave, the 
chorus comes back DS for: 

12. HEYR, HIMMA SMIDUR 

As the song ends, the chorus begins to look around and offstage. Something is not right. 
Then the Yule Lads enter! (from several places – one place – the audience – we’ll figure it 
out) Chaos ensues as the Yule Lads eat the porridge, knock over the bowls, and generally 
cause crazy. As they go they chant: 

13. RITCH RATCH FILIBOOM 

As they finally exit, the chorus pulls together with the men in the center for: 

     



ADDED NUMBER – TVENN ER TIOIN DAGAR NÁTTA 

As they sing, they clear away the mess. When they finish, the women take over the center 
for: 

14. DI TANKE I MIN 

The stage grows darker throughout the song. Sanna enters DSR and moves C for text. 
The men gather with her DSR and the women move USL. When she thinks the men are 
going to follow her, she starts to run off. Men stay DSC for: 

15. OLAFUR LILIJUROS 

Sanna crosses back onstage to the men. Eventually she moves further SL to talk to the 
women. Once the decision has been made that she will go, the chorus moves together to 
give her gifts and sing: 

16. DANSE, IKKE GRATE NA 

 Having been given her gifts (and a lantern), Sanna exits through the audience. A trumpet 
sounds and the LOD dancers enter from USL for: 

17. LORD OF THE DANCE. 

 

intermission 


